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FACTORS AFFECTI N G NEGOTIATED 
WAGE RATE CHAN GES IN THE 

UNITED ST ATES: 
AN INDUSTRY LEVEL INVESTIGATION 

Lila Truett 

The effect of la hor unions on the level of monev WH~e rates has 
been a controversial topic among economists. For exa mple, D.S. 
Hamermesh. using data involving wage differentials between white-
collar and blue-collar workers argues that blue-collar unions hc1vc hc1d 
a positive. but not large, effect on wage rates.1 Segc1l c1lso found a 
statistically significant correlation between changes in hourly enrn-
ings and union strength in nineteen industries during 1952-58.2 

On the other h,rnd, Clcirk Kerr argues that, 
The conclusion from this record is that trade 

unionism in the United States to date has hc1d no 
important effect on labor's share .. . There is no 
evidenre of any significant perrm1nent effect 
through normal collective bargaining. except 
possibly in highlv unionized metropolitan nrec1~ . .. 
There may have been some slow secular shift 
toward labor over the half century since 1900. but 
must of it orcurred before 1929 !thus before the 
rise of the modern trade union movement). c1nd in 
nonmanufacturing sec tors.3 

Allan Cartier conr urs with Kerr and states. 
Both unionists themselves and their stronges t 

antagonists believe that unions do have the power 
to markedly affect wage levels but both seem 
overimpressed by the illusory effer.t of monnv 
wage changes resulting from collective 
bargaining.4 

However. he also believes that unions do affect the form of wage 
changes. the general structure of wages. the level of money wage rates 
and prices. and certc1in nonmonetary aspects of work agreements.5 

The purpose of this paper is to examine the relationship between 
certain factors which are expected to reflect union wage rate requests 
an~ the outcomes of tne wage bargaining process. The data used are 
United States indust ry data al the two digit SIC classification level of 
~ggregalion. Previous investigations have not been carried out using 
industry data at this level of disagg regation for this time period, 
1958-1971. Also. Segal's work involved the use of simple correlation 
coefficients, no regression a nalysis. 
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I. The Model 7 
We shall begin our discussion bv examining briefl th 

model of labor union behavior.6 In this model the l Yr al eorehcal . d goa o a a bor un o 
1s assume to be maximizati~n of utility, and because of difficultie 

I
n 

volved in constructing a social welfare function the d • • Sm-. ( l • ec1s1on make,.s) 
1s are assumed to be the union leader (or leaders) (If th • ., th · 

1 
d . • ere 1s more 

an one umon ea er. 11 is _assur:ned that their preferences relevant to 
the foll~wmg analvs1s are 1denhcal). Furthermore, it is assumed that 
the uhhty funchon o~ the labor union leader has three arguments: the 
rea~ wage rate apphc:able to union members currently and in r 1 
periods. Wt Pt, where Wis the money wage rate. P 1s an index 0~ c~: 
sumer prices. ?nd t = 1. 2. _- .. , n. the frac:tion of union labor employed 
currentlv and in future periods. L1: and the bargaining costs. s1, which 
a union incurs to achieve the wage rate (W1). Thus. 

U = U(W1IP1, Lt, 81), where I = 1. 2 ..... n. 

It is assumed that au/ah't> O, au/aLt> O, and au;;ist < o. 

The utility of union leaders is constrained by two factors - the de-
mand for labor and the relationship (i.e .. "production function") of 
bargaining costs relative to wage rate changes These limitations are 
expressed by the following two funr.tions: 

as long as (W 1 Wt_ 1) is greater than zero: 81 = 0. otherwise. 

This last relationship sta tes that bargaining costs incurred this period 
are a function of the size of the wage rate increase ba rgained for this 
period If no wage ra le increase 1s bargained for. bargaining costs are 
zpro. Furthermore. this author would sugi,:est that hargaining costs are 
rela led in a nonlinear fashion to the size of W 1 - w1 _ 1. so that as the 
size of W 

1 
- W 1 _ 1 increases, Bt increases more I han proporlionalh. 

It seems reasonable to assume that manv manufacturers will be 
able to pass on some wage increases in the form of price increases 
without a significant impact on the quantity demanded of the firm's 
product. especially when price increases are occurring throughout the 
economy. Labor productivity increases may also offset part of the wage 
rate increases. However. larger wage rate increases and correspon-
dingly larger price increases may have a significant effect on the quan-
tity demanded of the final produc t, particularly if these increases ma~e 
foreign goods more competitively priced. Thus, while firms may be w~ll-
ing to grant small wage rate increases with little bargaining costs m-
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d n the Part of unions larger wage rate inc:renses nul\ wt>ll Pn-curre o · · . . 
tail disproportionately higher bargaining c~sl~. . 

Using the method of Lagrangean m.ult1plers we ran combine. the 
utility function with its two constraints into one augmented functwn. 

(1) :=U(Wt/P t, Lt. BtJ + ;,..t (Lt - f(l~t/Pt) l 

+ ;>..~[Bt - g(Wt-Wt-1)] 

Taking partial derivatives of Zand setting them equal to wro w,• 
obtain the following first order conditions:8 

' (2) au/,ll'lt - ;,..t.)f/clWt -At ag/3Wt - A~+ 1 ag/ .Jl~t -1 = 0 

t = 1,2, ... n. 

( 3) aU/ a Lt + ;,..t 0 t = 1,2, ... n. 

(4) au;ast +;>..' = 0 t l, 2, . .. n. t 

(5) Lt f(l~t/P t) = 0 t = 1, 2, ... n. 

(6) Bt g(I\ - wt_ 1l 0 t 1, 2, ... n. 

The last term in Equ;ition 2 can be confusing because of the notation. 
, otice Iha I A i + 1 in that expression refers to PNiod I + 1. Tht> 
presence of this term is required because it takes into account thH fact 
that the value of Wt this period will ;iffect bargaining costs next period 
when this period's wage rate movus into the position of WI_ I· 
Specifically. the higher the bargained-for wage rnte th1~ period, the 
lower will be the bargaining costs incurred next period to achieve a 
particular wage rate. other things remaining equal. 

Without bargaining r.osts the marginal rate of substitution of 
employment for wages would (for utility maximization) simply cquel 
minus one limes the reciprocal of the slope of the dHmand curve for 
labor, or 

(7) 3U/c11\ 

au/aLt = ·H/awt, t 1 ,2, ... n. 

Equation 7 states that the utility of the union is maximized when the 
rate at which ii is just willing to substitute higher wage rates for 
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greater employment [keeping utility constant) is eq 11 h 
h . h h , ua o t e rate I 

w 1c I e y con be substituted given the demand for I b a 
H h b a or . 
. ~~ever, w. en argaining r.osts must he considered th l 

max1m1Z1ng rond1tion her·omes ' e uh 1ty 

(8) au; awt 
au; a Lt 

,Q <O >O >O 
-(Ataf/awt • Af ag/awt 

= -3f/cJW 
t 

:.-o <O 
+ >..t•l ag;awt-1) 

>..' ag t+l 

awt•l 

In this case there are two additional terms on the right hand side 
of the equation. terms which could be interpreted as the ratio of the 
marginal (dis) utility. of bargaining costs to the marginal utility of 
employment lime!> the P.ffect of marginal changes in w1 on bargaining 
costs both in the current period and in the next period. It is significant 
that the first two terms both represent costs of increasing Wt: the first 
represents the cost of losing employment and the second increased 
bargaining costs. The effer.t is to make wage increases in the current 
period more costly when bargaining costs are considered than when 
they are ignored. 

However. as indicated above, the third term does represent a 
benefit of a higher Wt= ceteris poribus. bargaining costs will be lower 
in Period I+ 1 than with a lower Wt· In other words. the higher the Wt, 
the lower the bargaining r.osts required to achieve some specific higher 
wage rate. It seems realistic to assume that ii is easier to bargain fora 
$10 wage rate from a current wage rate of $9 than one of $5. Conse-
quentlv, the presence of bargaining costs c reates a built-in hias toward 
rela lively higher wage rates (or downward wage, ra le rigidity when the 
demand for labor has declined), because union leaders recognize that a 
reduction in the current wage rate would cause them to pay higher 
bargaining costs in the future if they wished to obtain higher wage 
rates. Since unions do not recoup anv of the bargaining expenses incur-
red previously when wage rates are lowered, the effect of bargaining 
costs on wage demands may not be symmetrical relative to a wage in-
c rease or decrease. 

The empirical model which was used in this study and which can 
be derived from the theoretical model presented above will now be 
presented. It is hyposthesized that the bargained-for wage rate 
changes are a function of the level of unemployment, changes in the 
consumer price index, changes in labor productivity, and the num~er 
of major contracts which have expired during the bargaining perwd. 
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I. ·11 the following relationship was estimated: More exp 1c1 y. 

where 

... 64 

w = 
wt-1 

Q 6 MC ... 6z(-~-) ... 63 (Prod--) ..,0 .., 1 t p d Pt-1 ro t-1 

1 ... Et• c-) ut 

wt - wt-1 
wt-1 

the bargained-for fractional change 
in the money wage rate al time t. 

MCt = the number of major contracts to be negotiated <luring 
Period t. 

Prod 
Prodt-l 

= Pro~ - Prodt-1 
Prodt-1 

the fractional change in the 
C'Ons umer price index during 
period I. 

= the frar.tional r hange in 
labor prorluc tivitv during 
period I. 

U1 = the unemployment rate during period t. and 

t. t is an error term. 

lt \,asexpectedthat 61 , 6z , s 3 , and ij4 woulrlbe grea terthan 
zero. 

The major contrarts v;iriablp was included bef'ause it \\,1:-, 

h\ pothesized that during a period in wh1r h many contrar ts "c>n· 
srheduled to be negotiated the labor unions might he willing to work for 
grea te r wage increases as a result of cronomies of scale relc1livP to 
ba rgaining costs due to a " pattern" or "snowballing" effec t. Thus. 111s 
expected that the s ize of the wage rate r.ha nges and the number of ma-
JOr contrarts negotia led will be r.orrela led. 

As was indir.ated in the theory section. union utility is assumed to 
be a function of the r£>o) wage rate. Consequently. c hanges in the rnn-
sumer price index are assumed to affect union demands and bargain-
ing outcomes. Produrtivitv growth is included because ii was 
hypothesized that inc reases in produc tivity would reduce the bargain-
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------a 

ing costs necessary to obtain a given wage rate increase (or bl . b . 1 ena e the 
umotn) t

8
o_ohtam a karger wdag~ ~ate for a given amount of bargaining 

cos s. 1g er wor er pro uchv1ty should also result in empl . 
. t h" b ayer will. mgness o ire a greater num er of employees at any given wag 1 p· II ·1 d . h . era e. ma y. 1 was argue mt e prev10us section that employment• 
factor affecting union util~ty. Consequently. it follows that the leve'i80~ 

unemployment affects umon demands for wage rate increases d 
1 h b · · an consequent y, t e a rgamed-_for wage rate increases. The reciprocal of 

the unemployment vanable 1s used because it is expected that an in-
verse. nonlinear relationship prevails between unemployment and 
wage rate growth. Because frictional unemployment is always present 
the relatio~ship between wag~ rate growth a~d the reported unemploy: 
ment rnte 1s usually hypothesized to be nonlinear. especially al lower 
levels of unemployment. Thus. a statistical unemployment rate of zero 
would be most unusual, and at low levels ii appears that successively 
higher levels of wage rate growth are needed to reduce the unemploy-
ment rate by some fraction of a perc:enl. 

Originally. a work stoppages variable was also included as an in-
dependent variable, since it was assumed that higher bargaining costs 
incurred by a union would result in higher wage rate increases. 
However. this variable was highly correlated with the major contracts 
and unemplovmcnt varia bles. so it was omitted in later regressions. 

As stated above. the data used in this paper are annual data at the 
two-digit SIC industry classification level for the United States for the 
years 1958 through 1971. Because of difficulties in obtaining data only 
the fabricated metals. food and kindred. textiles. ,rnd apparel in-
dustries were included in this study. Even so. the data for the bargain-
ed wage rate increase w1riable had to be developed as a weighted 
average (weighted according to number of workers affected] of the 
results of individual contract agreements.9 

The above relationships were estimated using both aggregate 
manufacturing labor productivity data and an index of labor produc-
tivity in each industry calculated from indices of output and emplov• 
men! at the two-digit SIC industry level reported by John Kendrick and 
Elliot S. Grossman. IO Aggregate productivity data and industry pro-
ductivity data are indirnted by A Prod and I Prod. respectively. . . 

The appropriate !Hg structure with re~ard to price and productiv1• 
ty growth was not evident a priori. In fact. ii may vary from industrv to 
industry. Therefore. the above relalionships were estimated first with 
no lagged variables and then with the price and productivity variables 
lagged one period. . 

The 1958-71 period was used in this studv for two reasons. FirSl. 
some of the unemployment data was not <1vailHble before 1958. Second. 
the imposition of wage and price controls in August. 1971. interrupted 
the time series. Moreover. even after the controls were lifted the 
United States labor markets have been somewhat in disarray because 
of anticipation that wage controls would be reimposed. 
34 



II. Statistical Results 

The results of the statistical investig~ ti_on, shown in T~ble 1. can be 
summarized as follows. Fir st. the coefficient of the ma1or contracts 

• ble was generally significant at the 10 percent level of 
var1a Th. It . . t t significance and it had the ~ypothesiz~d sign. 1s resu _1~ cons1s en 
with the hypothesis that union bargainers put forth additional effort 
for greater bargained-for wage rate increases the greater the number 
of major contracts expiring in a given year. 

The coefficient of the unemployment variable generally had the 
hypothesized sign, but it was significant at the 5 percent !eve~ of 
significance only in the lagged bargained wage rate change relallon-
ships for the fabricated metals industry. 

The statistical results with respect to the price and productivity 
variables were mixed. The coefficient of the price variable had the 
hypothesized sign and was generally significant at the 5 percent level 
of significance for the fabricated metals industry. However. this coeffi-
cient frequently had the wrong sign and was not statistically signifi-
cant for the relationships estimated for the other three industries. 

The behavior of the coefficients of the productivity growth 
variables seem consistent with the conclusion that the productivity in-
dices derived from the tw~igit SIC data supplied by Kendrick and 
Grossman did not more closely reflect productivity growth in these in-
dustries than did aggregate manufacturing productivity data. There 
does seem to be a problem with obtaining data which accurately depict 
productivity growth at this level of aggregation. In general. the lagged 
versions of the equation correspond more closely to the hypothesized 
relationship than did the untagged versions. 

Thus. while the relationships estimated for the fabricated metals 
industry were in general consistent with that hypothesized. the results 
for the other three industries were mixed. The estimated relationships 
of the food and kindred industry particularly gave little support to the 
hypothesized relationship. 

In general. except for the food and kindred industry. the Durbin-
Watson statistic was such that we could accept the hypothesis of no 
autocorrelation at the two percent level of significance. Even in the 
case of the food and kindred industry, the statistics were in the range 
where the hypothesis of no autocorrelation could be neither accepted 
nor rejected. In fact. they were much closer to the range of no autocor-
relation than the ranRes where the hypothesis of no autocorrela lion 
would be rejected. Moreover, given the other problems with the 
eshm~ted relationship for this industry, it did not appear to be wor-
thwhile lo utilize any of the sta tistical procedures available to reduce 
or eliminate any possible au tocorrelat ion. 

1:he reasons why these results were obtained for the apparel. food 
and kindred. and textiles industries are not clear. However, a few sug-
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gestions can be given. First, the average wage rate in all th T 
industries was substantially below that for the fabricate~ee of th1 ese 
dustry throughout the period under study. This fact may b me~a 8

• in. 1 
t . th th · · h f b e an md1ca I 10n at e umons in t e a ricated metals industry wer · 
more effective than those in the other three industries. e generally 

The higher ave~age wage rate for the fabricated metals indust 
may also reflect a higher level of skill required on the average f 1~ 
workers in that industry. Also. there is probably more unifor ~rt .

8 

k k'll . . . m1 y m wor . er s I s re~mred m the. various sub-industries within the 
fabricated metals industry grouping than in the other three industr" 
. For example. the re~ationships estimated for the food and kind~:: 
mdustry were at least hke that hypothesized. However. this industr 
also has t~e greatest variety of sub-industries included in its grou; 
meat packing plants; producers of cheese, ice cream, and milk: pro-
ducers of all sorts of canned and frozen foods; producers of flour and 
other grain products: producers of sugar: and producers of beverages 
from wines to liquors to soft drinks. Moreover, this list is not ex. 
haustive. Thus. an aggregate relationship for the entire food and kin-
dred industry may not depict very well what is happening in the in-
dividual labor markets in that industry. The same problem is probably 
present to a smaller extent in the textile and apparel industries. 

Moreover, these latter three industries employ many workers at 
the minimum wage-and increases in the minimum wage rate are more 
a function of United States politics than economic variables. In addi-
tion, if the U.S. news media is correct. some of these industries emplov 
a disproportionate number of undocumented workers at wage rates 
often less than the minimum wage. While neither one of these wage 
rates is directly reflected in the wage ra le changes occurring as a 
result of the bargaining process. it certainly seems likely that the 
presence of these people working at or below the minimum wage would 
affect wage negotiations in their respective industries. 

It is not clear from this investigation to what extent the degree of 
unionization of an industry affected the results, partly because 
"degree of unionization" is a difficult variable to measure. In Table2 
various data on unionization in the four industry groups for 1968 1s 
presented. As noted above. the results of the study were least as C\· 

peeled for the food and kindred industry. At first glance. if we looked 
only al the percent of total employees whn are union members_. y;e 
could also argue that the food and kindred industry is most highl\ 
unionized. 

However. if we consider the percent of total employees who are 
members of AFL-affiliated unions. the picture looks substantially dif-
ferent. The contrast is even more striking if we observe the percent of 
industry union members who are also members of an AFL-CIO af• 
filiated union. In this sense. the food and kindred industry is _leas! 
unionized. On the other hand. Segal reports Bureau of Labor Sta1t51tcs 
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TABLE 2 

Extent or Unionization in the Industry, 1968* 

Total 
Number of Number % AFL-CIO 

Employees of Members of Members % AFL-CIO 
Who Non super- % Union AFL-CIO to Total Members 

Are Union v,sory Members Aff,hated Nonsuper- to Total 
Number of Members Employees Of Total Unions visory Union 

Industry Unions (1,000's) (1 .000's) Employees (1,000's) Employees Members 

Fabricated Metals 33 543 1,071.8 51 429 40 79 

Food and Kindred 26 880 1. 191.6 74 526 44 60 

Textiles 9 191 880.7 22 179 20 94 

Apparel 13 870 1.240.1 70 861 69 99 

*Derived from data published in Handbook of Labor Statistics 1975, U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. pp. 109. 384. 



estimates on the extent of collective bargaining in 1958 1·n v · . . . . ar1ous 10• 
1usdtnesdwkh1cd·h gdave a figure of 70.6% for fabricated metals, 68_1 % for 
oo an m re . 59.7% for apparel. and 30.1% for textile mill r 

ducts. 11 p 0-

Still. none of these concepts may adequately indicate · . . . 
strength m one mdustry relative to that in other industries. All of these 
factors as well as other variables, such as number of unions involved· 
the industry. number of unions involved in industry sub-groupings t~n 
nature of the unions. and the nature of the jobs (for example. skill~do; 
unskilled, and the training required). probably should be taken into ac. 
count. Both Segal and Dunlop argue that the strength of unions in in-
dustries supplying componeuts to other manufacturing industries (e.g., 
fabricated metals to the automobile industry). are affected bv union 
strength in both industries.1 2 ll should also be noted that the ·Textile 
Workers Union and the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America 
merged in 1976. and this action will likely nffect their strength in the 
future.13 

Finally. there are economists. including Segal, who find evidence 
linking profitability and/or concentration of firms in an industry with 
large wage rate increases.14 However. it is not clear if these two fac-
tors uniformilv af£ected wage rates established through the bargaining 
process as compared with nonunion wage rates. Thus, the separation 
of cause and effect is difficult from these analyses since firms in highly 
concentrated industries tend to be profitable and lo have strong 
unions. 

111. Conclusion 
The relationships estimated for the fahricated metals industr\' 

were generallv consistent with Iha t hypothesized. These results are 
consistent with the hypothesis that unions put forth greater effort in 
the bargaining process during years when a greater number of major 
contracts expired. These findings were ;:ilso generally consistent with 
the hypotheses that increnses in the consumer price index and worker 
productivity were reflected in wage rate bargains. and that the unions 
did take the level of unemployment into account. 

The results for the other three industries were mixed. It has been 
suggested that aggregation of the data from many dissimilar labor 
markr.ls mav have been at least partly responsible. Additional studies 
involving less aggregated data and more industries would be helpful. 
However. such data is quite difficult to obtain. 
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